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Abstract: In the present paper we study locally semiflat (we also call them semiintegrable) almost Grassmant- 
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p-semiintegrable. These conditions are expressed in terms of the fundamental tensors of almost Grassmanri 
structures. Since we are not able to prove the existence of locally semiflat almost Grassmann structures in 
the general case. we give many examples of a- and ,%semiintegrable structures, mostly four-dimensional 
For all examples we find systems of differential equations of the families of integral submanifolds V, and Vp 
of the distributions A, and Ab of plane elements associated with an almost Grassmann structure. For somt 
examples we were able to integrate these systems and find closed form equations of submanifolds Vu and 1,‘~ 
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0. Introduction 
In the paper [2] (see also the book [ 1, Ch. 71) the authors constructed the real theory of almosl 
Grassmann structures AG(p - 1, p + q - 1) defined on a differentiable manifold of dimension 
II = pq by a fibration of Segre cones SC(p, q). In particular, in [2] we derived the structure 
equations of AG(p - 1, p + q - 1) and found (in a fourth-order differential neighborhood;! 
a complete geometric object of the almost Grassmann structure totally defining its geometric 
structure. We also found the structure group of these structures and its differential prolongation 
and the conditions under which an almost Grassmann structure is locally flat or locally semiflat, 
While constructing this theory, we distinguished three cases: p = 2, 9 = 2 (dim M = 4), 
p = 2, 4 > 2 (or p > 2, q = 2); and p > 2, q > 2. We constructed the fundamentai 
geometric objects of these structures up to fourth order for each of these three cases and 
established connections among them. In the first case the almost Grassmann structure AG( 1.311 
is equivalent o the pseudoconformal structure CO(2,2). Since the four-dimensional conformal 
structures play an important role in general relativity, this provides a physical justification for 
studying the structures AG( 1,3) as well as for studying the general almost Grassmann structures 
AG(p - I, p + q - 1). 
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In the present paper we study locally semiflat almost Grassmann structures (we also call 
them semiintegrable), and for different values p and q we establish necessary and sufficient 
conditions of CY- and b-semiintegrability of almost Grassmann structures. These conditions are 
expressed in terms of the fundamental tensors of almost Grassmann structures. We find the 
relations between 10 independent components of an almost Grassmann structure AG( 1, 3) and 
10 independent components of an equivalent pseudoconformal structure CO(2,2). 
Since we are not able to prove the existence of locally semiflat almost Grassmann structures 
in the general case, we give many examples of a- and ,&semiintegrable structures, mostly for 
p = q = 2. For all examples we find systems of differential equations of the families of 
integral submanifolds V, and V, of the distributions AU and AD of plane elements associated 
with almost Grassmann structures. For some examples we were able to integrate these systems 
and find closed form equations of submanifolds V, and VP. 
Note that the existence of globally semiflat four-dimensional conformal structures was proved 
in [l l] (see also [lo]). 
1. Almost Grassmann structures 
1. First we recall the definition of Segre varieties and Segre cones. The Segre variety S(k, I) 
is an embedding of the direct product Pk x P’ of projective spaces Pk and P’ of dimensions 
k and 1 into a projective space of dimension (k + 1)(1+ 1) - 1 = kl + k + 1. Analytically this 
embedding can be written by means of the following equations: 
2; = t&, a = 0, 1, . . . , k; i =o, l,...) 1, (1.1) 
where tol, d, and zh are homogeneous coordinates in the spaces Pk, P’ and Pk’+k+‘, respectively. 
These equations are equivalent o the condition 
rank (z;) = 1. (1.2) 
The Segre variety S(k, l) has the dimension k + 1. It is proved in algebraic geometry that the 
degree of this variety is 
. 
The cone SC,(k + 1,l + 1) with vertex at the point x whose projectivization is the Segre 
variety S(k, E) is called the Segre coyle. 
Now we can define the notion of almost Grassmann structure. 
Definition 1.1. Let M be a differentiable manifold of dimension pq, let SC(p, q) be a differ- 
entiable fibration of Segre cones with the base M such that SC,(M) c T’(M), x E M. The 
pair (M, SC(p, q)) is said to be an almost Grassmann structure and is denoted by AG(p- 1, 
p+q - 1). The manifold M endowed with such a structure is said to be an almost Grassmann 
manifold. 
Note that the almost Grassmann structure AG(p - 1, p + q - 1) is equivalent o the structure 
AG(q - 1, p + q - 1) since both of these structures are generated on the manifold M by 
a differentiable family of Segre cones SC,(p, q). 
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In [2] we discussed the following examples of almost Grassmann structures: the almost 
Grassmann structure associated with the Grassmannian G(m, n) (in this case p = m + 1 and 
q = n - m); the almost Grassmann structure AG( 1, 3) which is equivalent to the pseudocon- 
formal CO(2, 2)-structure; and almost Grassmann associated with multidimensional webs. 
2. The structural group of the almost Grassmann structure is a subgroup of the general linear 
group GL(pq) of transformations of the space 7, (M), which leave the cone SC, (p. y ) c 
T, (M) invariant. We denote this group by G = GL(p, q). 
To clarify the structure of this group, we consider in the tangent space 7,(M) a family of 
frames{f$),w = 1, . . . , p; i = p+l, . . ., p fq, such that for any fixed i, the vectors rp belong 
to a p-dimensional generator c of the Segre cone SC, (p, q 1, and for any fixed CX, the vectors rp 
belong to a q-dimensional generator q of SC, (p, q). In such a frame, the equations of the cone 
SC,( p, q) can be written in the form (1.1) where now u = 1. . . , p; i = p + 1 1 . . , p + y: 
z:, are the coordinates of a vector z = z,kep c 7;(M), and t, and ,r’ are parameters on which a 
vector z c SC, (M) depends. 
As was shown in [ 11, the group G of admissible transformations of the frames (ep] keeping 
the Segre cone SC, (p. q) invariant can be presented in the form: 
G = SL(p) x SL(q) x H, i 1.3) 
where SL(p) and SL(q) are special linear groups in spaces of dimensions p and (I, and 
H = R* @ Id is the group of homotheties in 7;(M). It follows that an almost Grussmanr? 
structure AG(m, n) is a G-structure ofjrst order: 
From equation (1.1) defining the Segre cone SC; (p, q) it follows that this cone carries a 
(q - I)-parameter family of p-dimensional generators 6 and a (p - 1)-parameter family of 
q-dimensional generators q. 
The p-dimensional generators 6 form a fiber bundle on the manifold M. The base of this 
bundle is the manifold M, and its fiber attached to a point x E M is the set of all p-dimensional 
plane generators { of the Segre cone SC,(p, q). The dimension of a fiber is q - I, and it is 
parametrized by means of a projective space P,. dim P, = q - 1. We will denote this tiber 
bundle of p-subspaces by E, = (M, Pa). 
In a similar manner, q-dimensional plane generators q of the Segre cone SC,(p, q) form on 
M the fiber bundle Ep = (M, Pb) with the base M and fibers of dimension p - 1 = dim Pii. 
The fibers are q-dimensional plane generators 77 of the Segre cone SC_,(p, q). 
Consider the manifold il4, = M x P, of dimension pq + q - 1. The fiber bundle E, induces 
on M, the distribution AU of plane elements t0 of dimension q. In a similar manner, on the 
manifold Mb = M x Pp the fiber bundle Eg induces the distribution Ab of plane elements ,$p 
of‘ dimension p. 
Definition 1.2. An almost Grassmann structure AG(p- 1, p+q- 1) is said to be cu-srnzi- 
integrable if the distribution Aa is integrable on this structure. Similarly, an almost Grassmann 
structure AG(p- 1, p+q - 1) is said to be p-semiintegrab2e if the distribution AB is integrable 
on this structure. A structure AG(p- 1, p+q-1) is called integrable if it is both CP and b- 
semiintegrable. 
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Integral manifolds VU of the distribution A, of an cx-semiintegrable almost Grassmann 
structure are of dimension p. They are projected onto the original manifold M in the form of 
a submanifold V, of the same dimension p, which, at any of its points, is tangent to the p- 
subspace ta of the fiber bundle E,. Through each point x E M, there passes a (q - 1)-parameter 
family of submanifolds V,. 
Similarly, integral manifolds vp of the distribution AB of a B-semiintegrable almost Grass- 
mann structure are of dimension q. They are projected onto the original manifold M in the 
form of a submanifold VP of the same dimension q, which, at any of its points, is tangent to 
the q-subspace UB of the fiber bundle Eg. Through each point n E M, there passes a (p - l)- 
parameter family of submanifolds VP. If an almost Grassmann structure on M is integrable, 
then through each point x E M, there pass a (q - 1)-parameter family of submanifolds V, and 
a (p - 1)-parameter family of submanifolds V, which were described above. 
The Grassmann structure G(m, n) is an integrable almost Grassmann structure AG(m, n) 
since through any point x of the variety 0 (m, n), onto which the manifold G(m) n) is mapped bi- 
jectively under the Grassmann mapping, there pass a (q - 1)-parameter family of p-dimensional 
plane generators (which are the submanifolds V,) and a (p - 1)-parameter family of q- 
dimensional plane generators (which are the submanifolds VP). In the projective space Pn, 
to submanifolds V, there corresponds a family of m-dimensional subspaces belonging to a sub- 
space of dimension m + 1, and to submanifolds V, there corresponds a family of m-dimensional 
subspaces passing through a subspace of dimension m - 1. 
Note that if the manifold M orientable, and we change its orientation, then an a-semi- 
integrable almost Grassmann structure will become B-integrable, and vice versa. 
3. Consider a differentiable manifold M of dimension pq endowed with an almost Grassmann 
structure AG(p - 1, p + q - 1). Suppose that x E M, TX (M) is the tangent space of the manifold 
M at the point x, and that {e:) is an adapted frame of the structure AG(p - 1, p + q - 1). The 
decomposition of a vector z E T,(M) with respect to this basis can be written in the form 
z = wL(z)es, 
where 0; are l-forms making up the co-frume in the space T,(M). If z = dx is the differential 
of a point x E M, then the forms wl(dx) are differential forms defined on a first-order frame 
bundle associated with the almost Grassmann structure. These forms constitute a completely 
integrable system of forms. 
As was proved in [2], the form 6’ = (w;) and the forms arising under its prolongation satisfy 
the following structure equations: 
(1.4) 
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where the matrix 1 -form 8 = (wk) is defined in a first-order frame bundle, the form o is a scalar 
form defined in a second-order frame bundle, w, = (wz) and WB = (w)) are the matrix l- 
forms also defined in a second-order frame bundle. The forms IX{ and OJ satisfy the conditions 
WY = 0 Y ’ 0; = 0. 
In equations (1.4) the 2-form 
(1.5) 
is the torsion 2-&~-m of the AG(p - 1, p + q - I)-structure, and the forms 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
are the curvature 2-forms of this structure. 
Equationsf 1.4) define a connection similar to a normal Cartan connection constructed by 
6. Car-tan [4] for conformal structures. Note that Dhooghe in [5] and [6] gave the structure 
equations of an almost Grassmann structure in the form close to our equations (1.4). His 
equations differ from equations (1.4) only by the additional term S& in the right-hand side of 
the fourth equation. 
Moreover, in his further considerations in [5] and [6] Dhooghe assumes that the torsion form 
Ri is identically equal to 0 not only for p = q = 2 but also for p > 2 and 9 > 2. This leads 
to the loss of generality. We did not make the above assumption. 
In [2] (see also [ 1, $7.21) we proved the following facts: 
(a) The quantities a = {a$), defined by a second-order neighborhood, form a relative 
tensor of weight - 1 and satisfy the following conditions: 
iPY iYP 
aajk = -aukj f 1.8) 
and 
icfy 
aajk = 0, 
aipY 
- 0. ark - (1.9) 
The tensor {a$} is said to be the$rst structure tensor, or the torsion tensor, of an almost 
Grassmann manifold AG(p - 1, p + q - 1). 
(b) Let us set 6’ = {b$f), b2 = {bt,‘,“} and b = (b’, b2). The quantities (a, 6’) and (a, b2) 
form linear homogeneous objects. They represent wo subobjects of the second structure object 
(a. b) of the almost Grassmann structure AG(p - 1, p + q - 1). The components b’ and b2 
satisfy the conditions 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
and the components of the tensor a satisfy the following differential equations: 
(1.13) 
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where c$$: are the Pfaffian derivatives of c.$‘: and the alternation is performed with respect to 
the vertical pairs of indices (T) and (i). F ormulas (1.13) are analogues of the Bianchi equations 
in the theory of spaces with affine connection. 
(c) For p > 2 and CJ > 2, the components of b2 and b’ are expressed in terms of the 
components of the tensor a and their Pfaffian derivatives. 
This implies that if for p > 2, q > 2, the torsion tensor a of an almost Grassmann structure 
vanishes, then its curvature tensor b vanishes as well. 
(d) Let us set c = {c:?}. Then S = (a, b, c) forms a linear homogeneous object, which is 
called the third structure object of the almost Grassmann structure AG(p - 1, p + q - 1). It is 
defined by a fourth-order differential neighborhood of AG(p - 1, p + q - 1). Its subobject a 
is a relative tensor (the torsion tensor) defined by a second-order differential neighborhood of 
AG(p - 1, p +q - l), and the subobjects (a, b’), (a, b2), and (a, b) are defined by a third-order 
differential neighborhood of AG(p - 1, p + q - 1). 
The third structural object S = (a, b, c) is the complete geometric object of the almost 
Grassmann structure AG(p - 1, p +q - l), since during the prolongation of structure equations 
(1.4) of AG(p - 1, p + q - l), all newly arising objects are expressed in terms of the components 
of the object S and their Pfaffian derivatives. 
The components of c satisfy the conditions 
and the components of b satisfy the differential equations 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
where b$k and b{ki”,” are the Pfaffian derivatives of bi,‘;’ and bf,i”, respectively. In formulas 
(1.15) and (1.16) the alternation is carried out with respect to the vertical pairs of indices. 
(e) If p > 2, then the components of c are expressed in terms of the components of the subob- 
ject (a, b’) and their Pfaffian derivatives, and if q > 2, then the components of c are expressed 
in terms of the components of the subobject (a, b2) and their Pfaffian derivatives. This implies 
that in this case the object (a, b) satisfies certain differential equations which are other ana- 
logues of the Bianchi equations in the theory of spaces with affine connection. These equations 
can be obtained if we substitute for the components of c in equations (1.16) their values. 
(f) An almost Grassmann structure AG(p - 1, p + q - 1) is said to be locally Grassmann 
(or ZocaZZy JEat) if it is locally equivalent to a Grassmann structure. For p > 2 and q > 2, un 
aZmost Grassmann structure AG(p - 1, p + q - 1) is ZocaZZy Grassmann if and only if itsfirst 
structure tensor a vanishes. For p = 2, q = 2, the tensor a$ vanishes, and the condition 
for the structure AG(l, 3) to be ZocaZZy Grassmann is the vanishing of the tensor b. The case 
p = 2, q > 2 (and p > 2, q = 2) will be considered below. 
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2. Semiintegrability of almost Grassmann structures 
1. In this section we find geometric conditions for an almost Grassmann structure AG( p - 1, 
p +q - 1) defined on a manifold M to be semiintegrable. The conditions are expressed in terms 
of the complete structure object S of the almost Grassmann structure AG(p - 1, p + y - 1) 
and its subobjects S, and SD which will be defined in this section. 
In what follows, we often encounter quantities satisfying the conditions similar to conditions 
( 1.8) for the quantities c$:. For calculations with quantities of this kind, the following lemm,a 
in very useful: 
Lemma 2.1. If a system qf quantities r::;y” is skew-symmetric with respect to the puirs of 
irrdices (4) and (y ), namely satisjes the condition.5 
T::;rB = -T..?” . ...’ ’ (2.1) 
then the following identities hold: 
T-.,[“pI T...Up 
. ..I.. = . ..(ij)' 
T..:‘“it 
. ..LJ = 
Tdff,% 
. ..[i.j] 3 (2.2) 
T-b”] 
. ..[I..] = 0, 
III these relations the symmetrization and the alternation are carried separately over the 1ow’e.r 
indices and the upper indices. In addition the,following decompositions take place: 
Proof. All these identities can be proved by direct calculation with help of (2.1). 0 
In addition. in the proof of the main theorem, we will use the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.2. The condition 
T,‘$1” = 0, I 
n.here the alternation is carried over three vertical pairs of indices, implies the conditiorl 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
u,here the alternation and symmetrization are carried separately over the upper triple qf indice:; 
und the lower triple of indices. 
Proof. To prove this, one writes down 36 terms of 7’(~$~’ and collects from them 6 groups of 
6 terms to each of which the hypothesis (2.4) can be applied. 0 
Next we will prove the following important result on the decomposition of the torsion tensor 
of an almost Grassmann structure AG(p - 1, p + q - 1): 
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Theorem 2.3. The torsion tensor a = {a$) of the almost Grassmann structure AG(p - 1, 
p + q - 1) decomposes into two subtensors: 
a =a,iag, (2.6) 
i(By) where aU = {aly’iyk,} and ag = {a,jk }. 
Proof. Since the tensor CZ$ is skew-symmetric with respect to the pairs of indices (y ) and (I), 
then, by Lemma 2.1, the decomposition (2.6) is equivalent o the obvious decomposition 
iBY 
aajk = 'a(jk) isy + a$Tkl. 0 
Note that by Lemma 2.1, the subtensors aa and ag can be also represented in the form 
a, = {a~~~‘), ag = {a$ykl}. 
Note also that like the tensor a, its subtensors aa and ag are skew-symmetric with respect to 
the pairs of indices (y ) and (i) : 
a iBy cy(jk) = 
iy,H 
-aa 3 
.iPy iyB 
a[jk] = -aa[k.j] I 
and they are also trace-free, since it follows from (1.9) that 
a 
iay - 0, w(jk) - 
a:\?’ = 0, aiVy) z 0, 
aik (2.7) 
Theorem 2.4. If p = 2, then aa = 0, and ifq = 2, then ag = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that p = 2. Then CY!, /I, y = 1,2. Since, by definition and Lemma 2.1, the 
tensor a, is skew-symmetric with respect to the indices /? and y, we have ak\ikj = ak:fk, = 0. 
But the first condition of (2.7) gives 
(l;;;k) + u;;jk) = 0, aifk) + d$k) = 0. 
It follows from these relations that a$:@ = aii;kj = 0; that is, all components of the tensor aa 
vanish. 
For the case q = 2, the proof is similar. 17 
2. We introduce the following notation: 
Now we give necessary and sufficient conditions for an almost Grassmann structure 
AG(p - 1, p + q - 1) to be a-semiintegrable or #I-semiintegrable. 
Theorem 2.5. (i) If p > 2 and q 3 2, then for an almost Grassmann structure AG(p - 1, 
p + q - 1) to be a-semiintegrable, it is necessary and su$‘icient hat the conditions aor = b: = 
b; = 0 hold. 
(ii) Ij’ p > 2 and q > 2, then for an almost Grassmann structure AG(p - 1, p + q - 1) to 
be fi-semiintegrable, it is necessary and su$ficient that the conditions ag = bh = 6; = 0 hold, 
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Proof. We prove part (i) of theorem. The proof of part (ii) is similar. 
SupposethatQ,, u = 1.. . . , p, are basis forms of the integral submanifolds V,. dim V, = p, 
of the distribution A, appearing in Definition I .2. Then 
co; = S’Q,, a = l,..., p; i =p+l,...,p+q. (2.9) 
where QU are basis forms on the submanifold V,. 
For the structure AG( p - 1, p + q - 1) to be w-semiintegrable, it is necessary and sufficient 
that system (2.9) be completely integrable. Taking the exterior derivatives of equations (2.9) 
by means of structure equations (1.4), we find that 
(ds’ + .s~bo;. - dw) A Q, + .s’(dQ, - lx! A Q,) = n;~~.sJ.skHg A 8,. 
It follows from these equations that 
dQ,-w~r\Q,=~,f~Q~, 
where cpt is an 1 -form that is not expressed in terms of the basis forms QU. 
For brevity, we set 
cp’ = ds’ + sJm;. - sio. 
Then the exterior quadratic equation (2.10) takes the form 
(S;cp’ + s’cp~) A Q, = a;$#Qg A 8,. 
From (2.13) it follows that for Q, = 0, the l-form 6tqi + #‘pi vanishes: 
6$&S) + .r$&S) = 0. 
Contracting equation (2.14) with respect to the indices a and p, we find that 
$0’ = -s’(p(6), VP = S$I@) 01 a ’ 
where we set ~(6) = ( l/p) (p;(6). 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
It follows from (2.15) that on the subvariety V,, the l-forms cp’ and cpt can be written as: 
cpi = -&I + s@Qg, qt = S$ + .;tYQ,,. (2.16) 
Substituting these expressions into equations (2.11) and (2.12), we find that 
dQ, - CII~ A HP = cp A Q, + s$‘Q, A 8,. (2.17) 
where ,$’ = L?IfiY1 and Ly 
ds’ + s’o; - s’w = -s’cp + @Qg. (2.18) 
Substituting (2.17) and (2. IS) into equation (2. IO), we obtain 
(2.19) 
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Contracting equation (2.19) with respect to the indices a! and /I, we obtain 
-2s’sEY - ps’y + @ XX 0, 
from which it follows that 
SJY = $iSY , 
where we set SY = -2s,“Y/(p - 1). Substituting (2.20) into (2.19), we find that 
si(~ysB - atsy - 2#,Bv) = 2a&[j~l,j,k. (Y 
It follows that 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
aysB _ gB,r _ 2sSy = ,+?J,j lX 01 (Y ffJ ’ (2.22) 
where siJy = -#. Substituting (2.22) into (2.21), we arrive at the equation 
sap; “h, = a;& ) (2.23) 
where the alternation sign in the right-hand side is dropped by Lemma 2.1. 
Contracting (2.23) with respect to the indices i and j and taking into account of equations 
(1.9) and (l.lO), we obtain 
s,k 
By = 0, 
from which, by (2.23), it follows that 
(2.24) 
a WV -0 a(jk) - . (2.25) 
This proves that ifan almost Grassmann structure AG(p - 1, p + q - 1) is a-semiintegrable, 
then its torsion tensor satisfies the condition (2.23, that is, au = 0. 
Since, by Theorem 2.4, for p = 2 the subtensor a, = 0, condition (2.25) is identically 
satisfied. Hence, while proving sufficiency of this condition for a-semiintegrability, we must 
assume that p > 2. 
Let us return to equations (2.17) and (2.18). Substitute into equation (2.18) the values sip 
taken from (2.20) and set 
F = q - s&$. (2.26) 
In addition, by (2.24), relations (2.22) imply that s, BY = S~!‘sfil. Then equations (2.17) and 
(2.18) take the forms 
de, - (w,B + S$) A oB = 0 (2.27) 
and 
ds” + S&II; - si(w - F) = 0. (2.28) 
Taking the exterior derivatives of (2.28), we obtain the following exterior quadratic equations: 
s’@ + b$sjsks%, A es = 0, (2.29) 
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@ z &j - (’ + ‘Is skW; // 8,. 
P+q 
Next, taking the exterior derivatives of (2.27), we find that 
Q, A l9, + D~,yll.&s’~~ A 8, A 86 = 0. 
Equations (2.29) show that the 2-form @ can be written as 
YJ x I @=Ak,S S8,r\f&, 
(2.30) 
(2.3 I ) 
where the coefficients A$ are symmetric with respect o the lower indices and skew-symmetric 
with respect to the upper indices. Substituting this value of the form Q into equations (2.29) 
and (2.30), we arrive at the conditions 
b$;; + $,A;; = 0 (2.32) 
and 
b$f,’ IB VSl - + 8, A,, - 0. (2.33) 
Contracting equation (2.32) with respect to the indices i and j and equation (2.33) with respect 
to the indices u and j3, we find that 
and 
2(p - 2)A;; + b;;; + b;;; + bz; + bs; = 0. (2.35) 
Note that for p = 2 equation (2.33) becomes an identity, and we will not obtain equation (2.35). 
If we add equations (2.34) and (2.35) and apply condition (1.12), we find that 
Y6 A,, = 0. (2.36) 
As a result, equations (2.32) and (2.33) take the form 
b$;( = 0, h;<$’ = 0. (2.37) 
By Lemma 2.1, conditions (2.37) are equivalent o the conditions 
f& = 0, bL$S’ = 0. (2.38) 
It follows from equations (2.36) and (2.3 1) that 
d@= (p+ ‘)qsQJ’ ,,o 
P + 9 
k Y’ (2.39) 
Finally, taking the exterior derivatives of equations (2.39) and applying (2.27), (2.28). and 
(1.4), we obtain the condition 
k&l () C(;;k) = . (2.40) 
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These equations will not be trivial only if p > 2. But, by Lemma 2.2, conditions (2.40) follow 
from integrability conditions (1.15). 
Thus the system of Pfaffian equations (2.9), defining integral submanifolds of an a- 
semiintegrable almost Grassmann structure, together with Pfaffian equations (2.28) and (2.39) 
following from (2.9), is completely integrable if and only if conditions (2.25) and (2.38) are 
satisfied. This proves part (i). 
As we noted in the beginning, the proof of part (ii) is similar. We note only that the equations 
of integral submanifolds VP, dim VFJ = q, of the distribution AB appearing in Definition 1.6 
can be written in the form 
co:, =s,O’, a = l,..., p; i=p+l,...,p+q, (2.41) 
where the 1 -forms 8’ are linearly independent on the submanifold VP. 0 
It follows from our previous considerations and (2.8) that 
l.forp=2wehavebz=Oandc,=O; 
2. for q = 2 we have bh = 0 and CD = 0; 
3. for p > 2 we have c, = 0; 
4. for q > 2 we have cp = 0. 
The last two results follow from conditions (1.15) and Lemma 2.2. These results combined 
with differential equations which the components of b’ and b* satisfy imply that the tensors 
’ aor, ag and the quantities b,, bi, bb , 6; form the following geometric objects: 
(a,, b:), (a,, b:)> & = (a,, b:, b:), 
(as, bb)> (ag, b;), Sg = (up> b;, b;), 
which are subobjects of the second structural object and the complete structural object of the 
almost Grassmann structure. 
The following theorem gives the conditions of cx- and B-semiintegrability in the cases when 
p=2orq=2. 
Theorem 2.6. (i) Zf p = 2, then the structure subobject S, consists only of the tensor b:, 
and the vanishing of this tensor is necessary and suficient for the almost Grassmann structure 
AG( 1, q + 1) to be a-semiintegruble. 
(ii) If q = 2, then the structure subobject Sb consists only of the tensor bi, and the vanishing 
of this tensor is necessary and su.cientfor the almost Grussmann structure AG(p - 1, p + 1) 
(which is equivalent o the structure AG( 1, p + 1)) to be l3-semiintegruble. 
(iii) Ifp = q = 2, then the complete structural object S consists only of the tensors 6; and bi, 
and the vanishing of one of these tensors is necessary and su$ficientfor the almost Grussmunn 
structure AG( 1, 3) to be CX- or p-semiintegrable, respectively. 
Proof. We will prove part (i). As we have already seen, for p = 2, the tensor ucu as well as 
the quantities bz and c, vanish (a, = bz = c, = 0), and the object b: becomes a tensor. 
Thus the vanishing of this tensor is necessary and sufficient for the almost Grassmann structure 
AG( 1, q + 1) to be a-semiintegrable. The proof of part (ii) is similar. Part (iii) combines the 
results of (i) and (ii). 0 
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We will make two more remarks: 
I. The tensors b: and 6; are defined by a third-order differential neighborhood of the almost 
Crassmann structure. 
2. For p = q = 2, as was indicated earlier (see Subsection I. l), the almost Grassmann 
structureAG( 1,3) is equivalent o the conformal CO(2. 2)-structure. Thus we have the following 
decomposition of its complete structural object: S = bL/bg (see [l, $5. I]). 
Note also that in [5] and [6] the author assumed that an almost Grassmann structureAG(p - I. 
11 + q - I) is semiintegrable if and only if one of two curvature forms s2/ or fit vanisheb. 
However, our previous considerations as well as formula (3.18) below show that this will be 
the case only if p = q = 2. 
3. Existence of semiintegrable almost Grassmann structures 
1. We will prove the existence of four-dimensional and (2p)- and (2q)-dimensional semi- 
integrable almost Grassmann structures, where p, q > 2. by constructing examples of such 
structures. 
In order to prove that a certain almost Grassmann structure is a- or /?-semiintegrable, we 
M ill use two methods. 
The,first method is to check whether conditions of (;Y- or fi-semiintegrability outlined in 
Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 are satisfied. 
When we apply this method, we will need the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. !fthr,forms w. w!, and wfi, occurring in equations ( 1.4) are principal,forms, that 
i.5 . 
o, w{. 0: = 0 (mod wi), 
then the~f<>rm w can be reduced to 0, and the forms WY, u = I. 2, i = 3. 4, become principal 
,fijrms with a symmetric matrix qf coeficients. 
Proof. Suppose that o is expressed in terms of the basis forms wi: 
(3.1) 
If we take exterior derivative of this equation, apply Cartan’s lemma to the obtained exterior 
quadratic equation, and set w: = 0, we will obtain the following Pfaffian equations: 
su + 37; = 0. 
6c + Tr: = 0. 
6b + IT; = 0. 
6e + 7c,2 = 0, 
where S is the symbol of differentiation with respect to fiber parameters, and n,? = WY /o,~,=o. 
This implies that the quantities a, b, c and e can be reduced to 0, a = b = c = e = 0. Lei 
ux show. for example, that a can be reduced to 0. In fact, since the forms ~7.:) n:, nj, and ,~i 
are linearly independent, we can set ni = n4 = ?tj = 0 preserving ~31 # 0. Since now n,l 
depends on one fiber parameter, for an appropriate choice of this parameter we have ni = St. 
By integrating the equation 6u + 6t = 0, we obtain a = -t + C, where C is a constant. For 
any value of C. we can take t = C, and as a result, we will get a = 0. 
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Conversely, if the fiber parameters are chosen in such a way that a = 0, we get from the 
above differential equations that rri = 0. 
The remaining reductions b = c = e = 0 can be proved in a similar manner. This gives 
rc: = ni = ~42 = 0. After these reductions equation (3.1) becomes 
w = 0. (3.2) 
Now equations (1.4) and (3.2) imply that 
w’ A o; = 0. 
Applying Cartan’s lemma to this exterior quadratic equation, we obtain that the forms ~7 
become principal forms, and they are expressed in terms of the basis forms wi as follows: 
Note that the conditions for fiber forms in Lemma 3.1 mean the group G of admissible 
transformations of first-order frames is reduced to the identity group, G = {e), and instead of 
a jibration of first-order frames associated with an AG( 1, 3)-structure, we have a distribution 
of such frames. In other words, now with any point of a manifold M4 on which the AG( 1,3)- 
structure is given only one frame is associated. 
The normalization (3.2) and relations (3.3) implied by this normalization means that the 
subgroup T(4) of translations contained in the prolonged group G’ (see [l, p. 2741) is also 
reduced to the identity group, and G’ = G = {e}. Furthermore, only one second-order frame 
is associated with any point x E M 4. Moreover, the normalization (3.2)-(3.3) singles out a 
pseudo-Riemannian metric g of signature (2,2) that is concordant with the almost Grassmann 
structure AG( 1, 3) given on the manifold M4. 
When we use the first method, we also need to use relations among the components of the 
tensor b = (b' , b2) that follow from equations (1.12) and (1.13). There are 16 equations (1.12) 
and 256 equations (1.13). In order to get the relations along components of the tensor b, first 
we prove the following two lemmas which list 10 independent relations among relations (1.12) 
and 16 independent relations among relations ( 1.13). 
Lemma 3.2. For p = q = 2, equations (1.12) take the form: 
b’21 - b;;; = 
233 0, 
b2’2 
133 
_ b422 
343 
_ - 0 
’ 
b’21 44-bi;;=0, b2’2 144 - bz;; = 0, 
2b;:,’ - b$;; - 6;:; = 0, 2b;z - bz;4” - b;;; = 0, 
2b41’ 443 _ b’21 234 - b;$ = 0, 2b322 334 _ b212 143 - 6::: = 0, 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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aud 
2bll2 + ($122 
134 234 - 2b,3$i - b$g + bf;; - b;;; = 0, 
(3.6, 
h2ll + 26221 
134 234 - 2!4$ - b$ + b;g - b;;; = 0. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward. Equations (3.4) are obtained from (1.12) taking y = S =I 
1,k=l=3;y=6=2,k=l=3;y=6=l,k=l=4,andy=S=2,k=I=4, 
respectively. Equations (3.5) are obtained from (1.12) taking y = 1, 6 = 2, k = 1 = 3; y = 1, 
6 = 2, k = 1 = 4; y = 6 = 1, k = 3, 1 = 4, and y = S = 2, k = 3, 1 = 4, respectively. 
Finally. equations (3.6) are obtained from (1.12) taking y = I,6 = 2, k = 3,l = 4 and y = 2, 
6 = 1, k = 3, 1 = 4, respectively. The remaining equations (1.12) do not give new conditions. 
Note that while obtaining (3.4)-(3.6), one should use conditions (1.10) and (1.11). 
The remaining relations (1.12) are satisfied identically or lead to the same relations (3.4)-m 
(3.6). 0 
Lemma 3.3. For p = q = 2, equations (1.13) take the form: 
bl2l - 233 bg = 0, 6212 133 - b$; = 0, 
6;;; - b;;; = 0, b212 144 - bi;; = 0, 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
b_::li + b433 - 
321 _ 6212 
234 + b:::t bf;; + b;;: = b;$ + b:;;, (3.9) 
b32’ + b”” = b’2t + @It 
334 433 134 143' b;:; + b,,, - 344 +b% 
122 _ ,$412 
Proof. The proof is also straightforward. Equations (3.7) are obtained from (1.13) cx = Y = 2, 
~=~=l,i=j=4,k=1=3;cr=y=l.B=6=2,i=j=4,k=l=3;cr=y=2. 
p=~=l,i=j=3,k=l=4;anda=y=l,B=s=2,i=j=3,k=l=4. 
respectively. 
Equations (3.8) are obtained from (1.13) taking a! = B = 6 = 1, Y = 2, i = .i = 4, 
k = 1 = 3; ,-J = fi = y = 2,6 = 1, i = k = 4, j = 1 = 3; (;L = B = 6 = 1, Y = 2, 
i=,;=3,k=l=4;a=B=y=2,6=1,i=k=4,j=1=3;a,=B=2,y=S=l. 
i=,;=k=3,1=4;a=B=2,y=6=1,i=j=k=4,1=3;a=B=l,y=6=2. 
i = j = k = 3,l = 4; and a = fi = 1, 6 = y = 2, i = j = k = 4,l = 3, respectively. 
Finally, equations (3.9) are obtained from (1.13) taking (Y = B = 6 = 2, Y = 1, i = .i =r 
k = j,l = 3; a = p = y = 1,6 = 2, i = k = 1 = 4, k = 3; cx = /I = 8 = 1, y = 2. 
i=,i=k=3,1=4;andac=B=y=2,S=l.i=j=1=4,k=3,respectively. 
The remaining relations (1.13) are satisfied identically or lead to the same relations (3.7).- 
(3.9). cl 
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Theorem 3.4. The components of the tensor b of an almost Grassmann structure AG( 1,3) 
satisfy the following conditions: 
b’21 b4” 212 422 121 
233 = 334 = b,,, = b,,, = b,, = 443 = b,,, = bg: = 0, b311 212 (3.10) 
b;;; = 0, b412 _ b412 _ b412 343 - 433 - 334’ 
b;;i = 0, bj$ = b;,: = b;$, 
bz; = 0, b;;; = b;;; = b& 
b;;; = 0, b’22 _ b221 _ b212 134 - 134 - 1349 
and 
b”2 _ b211 _ b’21 _ b’22 
134 - 134 - 134 - 243’ 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Proof. To prove this theorem, we combine results of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. For example, the 
first two relations (3.10) are obtained by comparing the first equations of (3.4) and (3.7), and 
the first two equations (3.11) are obtained by comparing the first equation of (3.5) with the sum 
of first two equations of (3.8). 
To prove relations (3.12), we first note that it follows from (3.9) and (3.6) that 
2b;;; + b;; + b;;: = 0, 261’2 + b’22 + b211 - 0 134 234 143- ’ 
2b321 + b421 + b312 _ 0 
334 344 433- ’ 
‘@I + b’22 + b211 _ 0 
234 143 134- . 
(3.13) 
In fact, by adding the first two equations of (3.9) we find that 
Comparing this equation with the first equation of (3.6), we arrived to the first two equations 
of (3.13). The remaining equations of (3.13) are obtained from the last two equations of (3.9) 
and the second equation of (3.6). 
If we add the equations of the first and the second column of (3.13), we easily find that 
632’ - b321 
334 - 343, 
b;;; = b;;;. (3.14) 
Next adding equations of the first row and the first column of (3.9) and taking into account of 
relations (3.13), we obtain 
b211 _ b’22 
134 - 243~ 
b321 _ b412 
433 - 344. 
Equations (3.15) and the first two equations (3.13) imply that 
b’21 _ b’22 
134 - 243, 
b32, _ b412 
343 - 344’ 
Equations (3.15) and (3.16) gives relations (3.12). 0 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
It is easy to see from relations (3.10)-(3.12) that there are only 10 independent components 
of the curvature tensor b of an almost Grassmann structure AG( 1, 3), and that we were able to 
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obtain relations (3.10)-(3.12) only because for p = q = 2 conditions (1.13) become conditions 
for the components of the curvature tensor b of an almost Grassmann structure AG( 1,3). 
We make the following remark on a four-dimensional almost Grassmann structure AG( 1, 3). 
Since anAG( 1, 3)-structure is equivalent o a CO(2, 2)-structure, we can calculate the conformal 
curvature tensor C = &-j-C,, where C, = {aa, at, ~2, ~3, ~4) and Cp = (ba, bt, hz,&. 61) 
(see [ 1, Section 5.11) of the latter. 
We impose the following relations between the basis forms WI, w*, w3, w4 of a CO(2, 2)- 
structure and the basis forms w:, oz, wt, wz of an equivalent AG( 1, 3)structure: 
(3.17) 
The factor l/a can be explained by the fact that the metric of a CO(2,2)-structure usually is 
written in the form g = 2(0104 - w203) and that the metric of an equivalent AG( 1, 3)-structure 
has the form g = o:o!j - wiwi (see [ 1, Ch. 5 and 7]), and relations (3.13) make these metrics 
equal. 
The calculations involving the apparatus developed in [ 1, Ch. 51 and the formulas ( 1.4)- 
(1.5), (3.4)-(3.5), give the following relations between the independent 10 components of 
the curvature tensor b of the structure AG( 1, 3) (see Theorem 3.4) and the independent 10 
components of the tensor C of the equivalent pseudoconformal structure CO(2.2): 
a0 = b;:$ bo = 6;;;. 
u, =bg =b;:; = 343, 
b412 
6, = b;;; = b;;; = 6;;;) 
a2 = b;;; = b$ = b;;; = b;;, b2 = b;;; = b$ = bf;; = b;;;, (3.18) 
u3 = b;:; = b;;; = b;;;, b3 = b 122 _ b212 _ J,221 134 - 134 - 134> 
u4=bE, b4 = b222. 134 
The conditions C, = 0, Cg = 0 and C = 0 are necessary and sufficient for a CO(2, 2)- 
structure (and consequently for an equivalent (AG( I, 3)-structure) to be cz-semiintegrable, /!I- 
semiintegrable and locally flat, respectively. Moreover, if we find components of C, and C,, 
then by investigating the roots of polynomials 
and 
C,(L) = UCJA~ - 4alh3 + 6~2h2 - 4~3h + ~4 
CB(~) = boA4 - 4blh3 + 6b2A2 - 4b3h + b4 
we can make some additional conclusions on integrability of the distributions A,(h) and AB (CL) 
of the fiber bundles E, and Eg associated with a CO(2,2)-structure (see [ 1, Section 5.41). 
Note that equations (3.18) show that for a four-dimensional almost Grassmann structure 
AG( 1, 3) and for an equivalent pseudoconformal structure CO(2,2) we have 
(i) The condition of cr-semiintegrability C, = 0 is equivalent o the condition b$ = 0, that 
is, Qi = 0. 
(ii) The condition of j?-semiintegrability Cb = 0 is equivalent to the condition btiy;’ = 0, 
that is, QE = 0. 
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(iii) The condition of local flatness C = 0 is equivalent to the vanishing of the tensor b = 
{b:, bi} (cf. the end of Section 1). 
Note that only for a four-dimensional almost Grassmann structure AG( 1, 3) the conditions 
of a- and /I-semiintegrability are equivalent o S$ = 0 and 5’Zi = 0, respectively: only for such 
structures the components of the tensor b satisfy relations (3. IO)-(3.12) by means of which 
the conditions bL%“” = 0 and b$[, = 0 of a- and /I-semiintegrability imply the vanishing 
of the components bt$ and D$f themselves. 
2. The second method is the method of direct integration of equations (2.9) and (2.41) defin- 
ing integral submanifolds of distributions AU and AD of semiintegrable almost Grassmann 
structures. Let us describe this method in more detail. 
In the proof of Theorem 2.5 we wrote the equations of the submanifolds V, and Vb in the form 
(2.9) and (2.41), respectively. Note that dim V, = p and dim VP = q. An almost Grassmann 
structure is a-semiintegrable (or /?-semiintegrable) if and only if the system of equations (2.9) 
(respectively, (2.41)) is completely integrable. 
We write the matrix of basis forms of the almost Grassmann manifoldAG(p - 1, p +q - 1) in 
more detail: 
@J) = 
Pf2 
Wl 
Pf2 
w2 . . . @;+2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
P+4 
01 
P+4 
w2 . . . &)p+4 
P 1 
. (3.19) 
i 
lJ+1 
WI 
Pfi w, @P+ 1 . . . p 
Herea= l,..., p is the column number, and i = p + 1, . . . , p + q is the row number. 
The condition (2.9) of a-integrability means that on integral submanifolds V, of the distri- 
bution Arr (see Definition 1.2) the rows of the matrix (w:) are proportional, and the entries of 
every nonzero row are basis forms on V,. 
The condition (2.41) of /I-integrability means that on integral submanifolds VP of the distri- 
bution Ap (see Definition 1.2) the columns of the matrix (wh) are proportional, and the entries 
of every nonzero row are basis forms on VP. 
For p = q = 2, equations (2.9) of submanifolds V, can be written in the form 
ko; + w;’ = 0, hW;++=o, (3.20) 
where h = -s4/s3 and I$ A oi $1 0, and equations (2.41) of submanifolds VP can be written 
in the form 
pu; + w; = 0, pu; + co; = 0, 
where p = -si /sz and 02 A wi # 0. 
(3.21) 
If p > 2 or 9 > 2, the systems (3.20) and (3.21) have different forms. For example, let us 
consider the case p = 2 and q = 3. In this case equations (2.9) can be written as follows: 
A& + w; = 0, ?qu~ + w; = 0, 
hio; + 0; = 0, ?Qw; + w; = 0, 
(3.22) 
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where hr = --s4/s3 and h2 = -s5/s3 and w: A w? # 0, and equations (2.41) take the form: 
For these cases to prove that an almost Grassmann structure is a-semiintegrable (respectively 
P-semiintegrable) we must prove that the system (3.20) or (3.22) (respectively the system (3.21) 
or (3.23)) is completely integrable. If it is possible, we integrate these systems and find ii or hr 
and A2 (resp. II) and closed form equations of submanifolds V, (resp. VH). 
3. We next construct examples of semiintegrable and integrable almost Grassmann structurei; 
AG( 1, 3). To prove that they are semiintegrable, we will apply one of two methods indicated 
above. 
Example 3.5. Suppose that X, y, U, and u are coordinates in M’, and that the basis 1 -forms 
P,$ of an almost Grassmann structure AG( 1,3) are 
wi’ = dx + f(u) dy, w; = dy. 
cd = du I ’ d = dv. 2 
(3.24) 
Taking exterior derivatives of equations (3.22) by means of (1.4) (1.5) and (3.22), we arrive at 
the following exterior quadratic equations: 
First. equations (3.25) prove that the form w is a principal form. Thus, by Lemma 3.1 we have 
equations (3.2) and (3.3). Second, it follows from (3.25) that the forms WY, wi, wt, oi> 
tr)f + CM; and of - w: are principal forms. We will write their expressions as follows: 
OJ; = s,w;+sw; +83w;+&w-f _' 
w; + w; = (TyN: +c*2w; + 43wf + CQco;, 
WI - 0); = t,w; +qw; +sjwf+T&$ 
Substituting (3.2) and (3.26) into equations (3.25) and equating coefficients in the independent 
exterior forms w; A w; to 0, we obtain: (;yI = CQ = CQ = 0; j3, = Bz = b1 = pj = (); 
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y1 = y2 = y3 = y4 = 0; 61 = 8s = 64 = 0; crt = a2 = 04 = 0; tt = r2 = r3 = t4 = 0, and 
a3 = 82 = a4 = if’(u). As a result, equations (3.26) become 
0: = ;f’(u>w;, w; = 0, 
w;: = ;f’@)& 3 lo4 = 0 9 (3.27) 
wl’ zz -w; = 0; = -wz = if’(u) 0;. 
Taking exterior derivatives of (3.27) by means of (1.4), (3.24) and (3.27), we arrive at the 
following system of exterior quadratic equations: 
-CO; A o; - CO: A CO; + i22j = if”(u) W; A w;, 
-CO; A w; - 0~; A W; + Q; = $ f”(u) w;l A w;, 
where @ and !Y$ are the curvature 2-forms defined by (1.5). Substituting the values of these 
2-forms from (1.5) and the values of the forms 07 from (3.3) into equations (3.28) and equating 
coefficients in independent exterior forms 0: A CI$ to 0, in addition to equations (3.10)-(3.12) 
(which hold for any AG( 1,3)-structure) we obtain the following additional conditions: 
Qll _ b211 _ Ql2 _ bl21 _ bll2 _ b211 _ bl21 _ p22 _ 0 
243 - 243 - 243 - 243 - 134 - 134 - 134 - 243 - ’ 
122 212 b221 222 
bl34 = b134 = 134 = bl34 = 333 = 433 = 334 = 343 = 0, 
b412 b412 b412 b412 
b321 _ b321 _ b321 _ 64’2 _ b321 _ 0 
433 - 334 - 343 - 344 - 444 - ’ 
b;,: = b;;; = b;; = -$f”(u), 
that is, the only nonvanishing components of the object b = {b’, b2} are the components 
biig, bjii and b$i = -bjE. 
In addition, we find that all coefficients of (3.3), except E4 and Cd, equal to 0, and for the 
coefficients E4 and C4 we find the following values: 
c4 = -y(u), E4 = -&‘(u))~. 
As a result, equations (3.3) become 
co1 =o 3 ’ 0; = -$“(Z+o;, 
co2 = 0 3 ’ 0; = -$“<U> w; - +(f’<u))20;, 
and the curvature 2-forms (1.7) become 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
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Since b:kYJi = 0, by (2.4 l), we have b$ = 0, and the almost Grassmann structure AG( 1,3) under 
consideration is ,!I-semiintegrable. This structure is not locally flat: in fact, b$$, = b;&, =: 
$,f”(u) # 0 for a general function f(u), and thus b: # 0, that is, the structure is not u1-- 
semiintegrable. Note that f”(u) = 0 if and only if f(u) = au + b, where a and b are constants. 
In this case the structure is @-semiintegrable, and consequently it is locally flat. 
As we noted earlier, a structure AG( 1, 3) is equivalent to a conformal CO(2, 2)-structure 
Note that the CO(2, 2)-structure corresponding to the /3-semiintegrable structure AG( 1. 3) we 
have constructed in this example is self-dual. 
By proving the local existence of a p-semiintegrable structure AG( 1, 3), we also proved a 
local existence of a self-dual CO(2, 2)-structure. On the global existence of four-dimensiona!l 
semiintegrable smooth compact oriented Riemannian manifolds see [ 1 l] and [lo]. 
We will find now the metric of this CO(2, 2)-structure. 
To this end, we recall that the equation of the Segre cone of the AG( 1,3)-structure (or the as-. 
ymptotic cone of the corresponding CO(2,2)-structure) has the form (1.2) oroywi - Q:W; = 0. 
Thus the fundamental form of the CO(2, 2)-structure is 
or by (3.14) 
g = dx dv + f(u) dy dv - dy du. (3.31 I 
The quadratic form (3.3 1) defines on the manifold M4 a pseudo-Riemannian metric of signature 
(2, 2) that is conformally equivalent o the almost Grassmann structure AG( 1, 3) with the basis 
forms (3.24). 
Let us apply the second method to prove that the structure (3.24) is p-semiintegrable and to 
find conditions under which this structure is a-semiintegrable. 
For the structure (3.24) the equations (3.21) take the form 
pdy +dx + .f(u)dy = 0, pdv+du=O, (3.32 I 
where dy A dv # 0. Exterior differentiation of (3.32) gives 
(dp + ,f’(u) du) A dy = 0, (dp + j’(u) du) A dv = 0. 
Since dy A dv # 0, it follows from (3.33) that 
dp + ,f’(u) du = 0. 
(3.33‘1 
(3.34 1 
The solution of (3.34) is 
P = Cl - f(u), (3.35 1 
where Cr is an arbitrary constant. Substituting this value of p into equations (3.32), we find 
the following differential equations of submanifolds V,: 
C,dy+dx=O, (C, - f(u)) dv + du = 0. (3.36) 
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By integration we find the following closed form equations of submanifolds Vb: 
x=cz-c,y, v=cj- s du Cl - f(u)' (3.37) 
where C2 and C3 are arbitrary constants. 
Thus we proved again the structure AG( 1, 3) with the basis forms (3.14) is /Lsemiintegrable. 
In addition, we proved that the integral submanifolds Vb of this structure are defined by equa- 
tions (3.37), the family of these submanifolds depends on three parameters Cl, C2 and C3, 
and through any point (x0, yo, ug, vo) of M4 there passes a one-parameterfamily of submani- 
folds VP. 
To find conditions of a-semiintegrability of this structure, we first specialize equations (3.20) 
for it: 
h(dx + f(u) dy) + du = 0, hdy+dv =O, (3.38) 
where dx A dy # 0. Exterior differentiation of (3.38) gives 
(dh + h2 f’(u) dy) A dx = 0, (dh + h2 f’(u) dy) A dy = 0. (3.39) 
Since dx A dy # 0, it follows from (3.39) that 
dh + h2 f ‘(u) dy = 0. (3.40) 
Exterior differentiation of (3.40) leads to the following equation: 
A3 f”(u) dx A dy = 0. (3.41) 
Since dx A dy # 0, in general the structure (3.24) is not cll-semiintegrable. It will be a- 
semiintegrable if and only if f”(u) = 0, or 
f(u) = au + 6. (3.42) 
Substituting f(u) = au + b into equation (3.40), we find that 
dh+h2ady =O. (3.43) 
The solution of (3.43) is 
1 
h= 
ay+C4’ 
(3.44) 
where CA is an arbitrary constant. Substituting f(u) = au + b and h from (3.44) into equations 
(3.38), we find the following differential equations of submanifolds V,: 
dx+ad(uy)+bdy+Cqdu=O, dy+(ay+Cq)dv=O. (3.45) 
By integration we find the following closed form equations of submanifolds V,: 
x + auy + by + C4y = CS, 1 log (ay + C4) + v = C6, 
a 
(3.46) 
where C5 and Cg are arbitrary constants. 
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Thus, we proved again that in general the structure AG( 1, 3) with the basis forms (3.24) is 
not a-semiintegrable, and that it will be a-semiintegrable and consequently integrable if and 
only if f’(u) = au + b. If it is the case, the closedform equations of submanifolds VU and VP are 
equations (3.46) and (3.37). Zff(u) = au + 6, the family of submanifolds V, on the manifold 
MJ carrying the AG( 1, 3)-structure with the basis forms (3.24) depends on three parameters 
CL. C5 and Cg, and through any point (x0, yo, UC)? vg) qf M4 there passes a one-parameter 
family sf submanifolds VU. 
Let us indicate three more examples of almost Grassmann structures imilar to the structure 
(3.24). 
Example 3.6. 
o; = dx, w; = dy, 
w;‘=du+g(x)dv, 2 co4 = dv . 
Example 3.7. 
wi’ = dx. ,I$ = h(v)dx+d 2 Yy 
w4 = du. I w4 = dv 2 . 
Example 3.8. 
w; = dx. o; = dy, 
o4 = du I ’ w; = k(y) du + dv. 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
(3.49) 
As was the case for the structure (3.24), each ofthe structures (3.47)-(3.49) is ,!I-semiintegrable 
and in general not a-semiintegrable. These structures will be a-semiintegrable and conse- 
quently integrable if and only if thejimctions g(x), h(v) and k(y) are linearfunctions of’x. v. 
and y, respectively. 
If we apply formulas (3.18) to Examples 3.5-3.8, then, we obtain that Cp = 0 for all 
these examples (that is, the corresponding structures are B-semiintegrable), and that the only 
nonvanishing components of the tensor C, are a3 for Examples 3.5 (a3 = -_f”(u)/4) and 
3.7 (a3 = h”(v)/4) and al for Examples 3.6 (al = g”(x)/4) and 3.8 (al = -k”(v)/4). It 
follows that in the first case the polynomial C, has the triple root h, = h2 = h3 = cc and the 
simple root J.4 = 0, and in the second case it has the simple root hl = 00 and the triple root 
hz = h3 = h4 = 0. According to Section 5.4 of the book [ 11, this means that the fiber bundle 
E,, has two invariant distributions A,(cQ) and A,(O), and the distribution corresponding to a 
multiple root is integrable. Moreover, it is easy to prove that the distribution corresponding to 
a simple root is also integrable. For all cases the integral submanifolds V, are defined by the 
equations u = C3, v = Cq (for h = co) and by the equations x = C1 , Y = CZ (for h = 0). 
The next example was considered in [5]. However, since results obtained in [5] contain 
inaccuracies and the result is wrong (according to [5], the structure of this example is of general 
type), we give here a complete investigation of this example. 
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Example 3.9. Suppose again that x, y, u and u are coordinates in M4, and that the basis 
l-forms 0: of an almost Grassmann structure AG( 1, 3) are 
w: = dx + f(u) dy, o; = dy, 
w;=du+g(y)dv, 2 co4 = dv 
(3.50) 
. 
The metric of the CO(2, 2)-structure which is equivalent o the AG( 1, 3)-structure with basis 
forms (3.40) is 
g = dx dv - dy du + (f(u) - g(y)) dy dv. 
In this case we have 
(3.5 1) 
a: = g’(y) w; + ;f’w @;l - ;f’w g(y) f& 
cL$ = ;f’(u)o;, w; = 0, w4 = 0 3 ’ (3.52) 
w; = -w; = 0; = -wz = if’(u) w;; 
c4 = -p’(u), E4 = &f”(u) g(y) - +(f’W)*; 
bj;; = -bit; = if”(U), bst2 _ 344 - -bz = $“(u); 
(3.53) 
(3.54) 
Lo1 =o 3 ’ 0; = +‘(u>o;, 
wg = 0, w$ = -if”(U) wf + r;f”(u) g(y) - +(f’w*lw;; 
(3.55) 
s-2; = n; = q = a; = $2; = 0, 
52; = 4-z; = $f”(u)w;’ A w;, (3.56) 
Q; = if”(U) w; A w; - if”(U) w; A w;‘. 
We have bfL/ = 0, and by (2.41), b: = 0 and _b41* - @I* , 444 - (344) = -if”(u) # 0. This 
implies that b$ # 0, and the almost Grassmann structure AG( 1, 3) with the basis forms (3.50) 
is /I-semiintegrable but not locallyjat. 
If we apply the method of direct integration, we find that equations (3.21) take the form 
pdy+dx+f(u)dy=O, pdv+du+g(y)dv=O, 
where dy A dv # 0. Exterior differentiation of these equations leads to 
(dp + f’(u) du) A dy = 0, (dp + g’(y) dy) A dv = 0. 
It follows that dp + f’(u) du + g’(y) dy = 0. By integration of the first equation, we find that 
iJ = Cl - f(u) - g(y), (3.57) 
where Cl is a constant, and the following closedform equations of submanifolds VP: 
s s du x= g(y) dy - CIY + C2, v=c3- Cl - f(u) 9 (3.58) 
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where CZ and Cs are constants. Hence we proved again that the almost Grassmann structure with 
the basiLsforms (3.59) is B-semiintegrable. In addition we proved that the,family of subman~folds 
V,, on the manifold M4 carrying the AG( 1, 3)structure with the basis ,forms (3.50) depends 
OFI three parameters Cl, C2 and C3, and through any point (x0, yo, ug, vo) of M4 there passes 
a one-parameter family of submanifolds V,. 
If we look for conditions for a-semiintegrability of this structure, then after writing equations 
(3.20) and taking their exterior derivatives we come to equations (3.39) which imply (3.40) 
and (3.41). So this structure is a-semiintegrable and subsequently integrable if and only if 
f t u) = au + 6. Moreover, the expression for h and the closed form equations of submanifolds 
V,, are (3.44) and (3.46). 
Note that if g(v) = 0, then equations (3.57) and (3.58) coincide with equations (3.35) and 
(3.37). 
Note that the application of formulas (3.18) gives the same values for the 10 components of 
the tensor of conformal curvature that were obtained in Example 3.5. 
Next we consider an example of an a-semiintegrable almost Grassmann structure AG( 1, 3). 
Example 3.10. Suppose that the basis 1 -forms W: of an almost Grassmann structure AG( I . 3) 
are 
a$=dx+p(y)du, 2 _. w3 = dy 
(3.59) 
w4 = du I ’ w4 = dv 2 . 
The metric of the CO(2, 2)-structure which is equivalent o the AG(1, 3)-structure with basis 
forms (3.59) is 
g=dxdv-dydu+p(y)dudv. (3.60) 
In this case we have 
I 
J=_ 
2 P’(Y) 0;‘. 0; = 0. 
wj = -1 2 P’(Y) w33 04 3 = 0 ’ (3.61) 
Of = -w; = 0; = -wj = -ip'(y) 0,;; 
B4 = -&d’(y). E4 = -,‘(p’(y))‘: (3.62) 
b122 _ - b”2 134 134 - b2” - _ 134 _;p’~(Y): (3.63) 
co’ =o 3 ’ co’ =o 4 ) 
&); = _I 4P”(Y) w;, 0; = -;p”(y) w; - +(p’(y))“w;; 
(3.64) 
(3.65) 
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In this case hi:: = 0, that is, b: = 0, and the almost Grassmann structure AG(l, 3) with 
the basis forms (3.59) is cz-semiintegrable. However, in this case bf,i” # 0 since we have 
bt$ = -ip” (y), that is b; # 0, and in general the almost Grassmann structure AG( 1, 3) with 
the basis forms (3.59) is not /3-semiintegrable, and consequently, it is not locallyjat. 
If we apply the second method to the structure (3.59), we find that 
1 
A=-- 
P(Y) + Cl ’ 
and the following closed form equations of submanifolds V, : 
(3.66) 
x = c2 - ClU, v=c3+ s dy P(Y) + c3 ’ (3.67) 
where Cl, C2 and Cs are constants. 
Thus the family of submanifolds V, on the manifold M4 carrying the AG( 1,3)-structure 
with the basis forms (3.59) depends on three parameters Cl, C2 and C3, and through any point 
(x0, yo, ug, vg) of M4 there passes an one-parameter family of submanifolds V,. 
If p(y) = ay + b, then we find that 
P = au + C4, 
and the following closed form equations of submanifolds VP: 
(3.68) 
x = C5 -ayu - C4y - bu, v = Cg - ‘(au + C4). (3.69) 
a 
Thus if p(y) = ay + 6, then the family of submanifalds V, on the manifold M4 carrying the 
AG(l, 3)-structure with the basis forms (3.49) depends on three parameters C4, C5 and Cg, 
and through any point (no, yo, ug, vo) of M4 there passes a one-parameterfamily of submani- 
folds V,. 
Let us indicate examples of three more almost Grassmann structures imilar to the structure 
(3.59). 
Example 3.11. 
co3 = dx 1 ’ 0; = dy + q(x) dv, 
co4 = du 1 ’ w4 = dv 2 . 
Example 3.12. 
co3 = dx 1 ’ o; = dy, 
o4 = du + r(v) dx, 1 o; = dv. 
Example 3.13. 
w3 = dx 1 ’ o; = dy, 
w4 = du 1 ’ w; = dv + s(u) dy. 
(3.70) 
(3.71) 
(3.72) 
As was the case for the structure (3.59), each of the structures (3.70)-(3.72) is a-semi- 
integrable and in general not /I-semiintegrable. These structures will be B-semiintegrable and 
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consequently integrable if and only if the,functions q(x), r(v) and s(u) are linear functions of’ 
x. v, and 1.4, respectively. 
If we apply formulas (3.18) to Examples 3.10-3.13, we obtain that C, = 0 for all these 
examples (that is, the corresponding structures are a-semiintegrable), and that the only non- 
vanishing components of the tensor CD are b3 for Examples 3.10 (b3 = -p”(y)/4) and 3.12 
(l7.i = r”(v)/4) and bl for Examples 3.11 (61 = q”(x)/4) and 3.13 (hi = -s”(u)/4). It fo- 
lows that in the first case the polynomial Cb has the triple root ~1 = ~2 = ~3 = 00 and the 
simple root ~4 = 0, and in the second case it has the simple root vi = 00 and the triple root 
~2 = LL~ = ,u4 = 0. According to Section 5.4 of the book [I], this means that the fiber bundle 
E[i has two invariant distributions Ag(co) and A,(O), and the distribution corresponding to a 
multiple root is integrable. Moreover, it is easy to prove that the distribution corresponding to 
a simple root is also integrable. For all cases the integral submanifolds V, are defined by the 
equations y = C2. v = Cd (for p = 00) and by the equations x = Cl, 11 = C3 (for p = 0). 
4. An almost Grassmann structure is associated with a web, and if a web is transversally geo- 
desic or isoclinic, the corresponding almost Grassmann structure is I_Y- or @-semiintegrable (see 
[ I. Ch. 71). Our next two examples are generated by examples of exceptional (nonalgebraizable) 
isoclinic webs of maximum 2-rank (see [7,8] or [9, Ch. 81, and [ 1, $551). 
Example 3.14. Suppose that the basis l-forms wb( of an almost Grassmann structure AG( 1, 3) 
are 
w; = dx, w; = du. 
(3.73) 
of=-(y+v)dx+(u-x)dy, 2 w4= (y + v) du + (u - x) dv. 
The metric of the CO(2, 2)-structure which is equivalent o the AG( 1. 3)-structure with basis 
forms (3.73) is 
g = 2(y + v) dx du + (u - x)(dx dv - dy du). (3.74) 
In this case we have 
(3.75) 
0; = -wj = 4(u y x) c-w: + w;); 
A,=Bz=- 
5 7 
4(u - x) 2; 
A2 = ____. 
4(u - x)2 ’ 
(3.76) 
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b412 _ _ WY + v) 
333 - @ +2; 
(3.77) 
01 zz - 3 4(u i x)2 (5w: + 7w;), w; = 0, 
w2 1 = - 
3 4(U - x)2 
(7w; + 50;) w; = 0; 
(3.78) 
(3.79) 
It is easy to check that bA$‘) = 0, that is, bi = 0, and the almost Grassmann structure 
AG(l, 3) with basisforms (3.73) is /!?-semiintegrable. However, in this case biT& # 0. Thus, 
the almost Grassmann structure AG( 1, 3) with basis forms (3.73) is not 1ocallyJEat. 
If we apply the second method for the structure (3.73), then while looking for a-semi- 
integrability conditions, we find that 
dh=dy+dv- 
y+v+hdx+ Y+v-kdu 
U-X u-x . 
Exterior differentiation of this equation gives h dx A du = 0. Since on V, we have dx r\du # 0, 
the structure (3.73) is never a-semiintegrable. 
For /I-semiintegrability we find that 
dp = 
2~41 - ~)du 
u-x ’ 
dx+pdu=O, 
dy = -pdv - 21-L(Y +‘) du 
u-x . 
It is easy to see from (3.80) that 
dtu du dx 
2P(l -P) u-x -/.L(u - x)’ 
and subsequently 
d(u - x) dp 
(u -x)(1 + P) = QL(l - /L)’ 
The solution of equation (3.81) is 
dF ~ = Cl(U - x). 
P-1 
(3.80) 
(3.81) 
(3.82) 
The submanifolds VP of the distribution Ab are defined by the completely integrable system 
(3.80) where p can be found from equations (3.82). 
Thus the family of submanifolds Vb on the manifold M4 carrying the AG( 1, 3)-structure with 
the basis forms (3.63) depends on three parameters, and through any point (x0, yo, ug, vo) of 
M4 there passes an one-parameter family of submanifolds V,. 
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If we apply formulas (3.18), we find that for the tensor of conformal curvature of the equiv- 
alent CO(2,2)-structure we have Cp = 0 and the only nonvanishing component of C, is 
a() = -(8(y + v)/(u -x)‘). This means that the polynomial C,(h) has a quadruple root h = 0. 
and the fiber bundle E, possesses an integrable distribution A,(O). It is easy to prove that the 
submanifolds V, of this distribution are defined by the equations x = Cl, u = C3, where Cl 
and Cj are constants. 
Example 3.15. Suppose that the basis I -forms wb, of an almost Grassmann structure AC( 1, 3 1 
are 
o; = dx, w; = du, 
co;‘= -vdx +udy, o4 = vdu - rdv. 2. . 
(3.83) 
The metric of the CO(2, 2)-structure which is equivalent to the AG( 1. 3)-structure with basis 
forms (3.83) is 
g=(y+v)dxdu-xdxdv-udydu. 
In this case we have 
(3.84) 
(3.85) 
(3.86) 
(3.87) 
(3.89) 
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It is easy to check that b$‘“) = 0, that is, bi = 0, and the almost Grassmann structure 
AG(l, 3) with the basis forms (3.83) is /?-semiintegrable. However, in this case b$t) # 0. 
Thus, the almost Grassmann structure AG( 1, 3) with the basis forms (3.83) is not locallyjat. 
If we apply the second method for the structure (3.73), then while looking for a-semi- 
integrability conditions, we find that 
d*=y+h 
V-h 
---dx -dy+ PdU +dU. 
u u 
Exterior differentiation of (3.90) gives 
(3.90) 
A=- g$“X(U - x) - yu(x + u)]. 
The differential equations of submanifolds V, have the form 
(v + y)(x + u) dx - (x2 + 2.42) dy = 0, 
(3.91) 
(3.92) 
(fJ + y>(x + 24) du - (x2 + u2) d?J = 0. 
It is easy to prove that the integrability conditions of equations (3.92) implies that du is propor- 
tional to dx. This is impossible since on V, we have dx A du # 0. Thus, the structure AG( 1,3) 
with the basis forms (3.83) is never a-semiintegrable. 
The @-submanifolds of this structure are defined by the completely integrable system 
pdu+dx=O, 
pLL[(y+U)du-xdu]+udy=O, (3.93) 
dlog(p-1)= 
Thus the family of submanifolds VP on the manifold M4 carrying the AG(l, 3)-structure 
with the basisforms (3.83) depends on threeparameters, and through any point (x0, yo, ug, VO) 
of M4 there passes an one-parameter family of submanifolds VP. 
If we apply formulas (3.18), we find that for the tensor of conformal curvature of the equiv- 
alent CO@, 2)-structure we have Cg = 0 and the only nonvanishing components of C, are 
ao=(i-i)(f--i) and al=d($-$)- 
This means that the polynomial C,(L) has a triple root hi = L2 = h3 = 0 and a simple root 
A4 = (x + u)/(xv - yu), and the fiber bundle E, possesses an integrable distribution A,(O). 
It is easy to prove that the integral submanifolds V, of this distribution are defined by the 
equations x = Ci, u = Cs, where Ci and C3 are constants. It is also easy to check that the 
distribution A(k4) is not integrable. 
The next example is generated by an example of an isoclinic three-web given in [3] (see 
Exercise 6 on p. 133). 
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Example 3.16. Suppose that the basis l-forms oh of an almost Grassmann structure AG( 1. 3) 
are 
o3 = (v - u) dx + (x + U) dy, I i 0; = (y - I_) du - (x + u) du, (3.94) 
0;2 = dy, co4 = dv. 2 
The metric of the CO(2, 2)-structure which is equivalent to the AG( 1. 3)-structure with basis 
forms (3.94) is 
g=(y-v)(dxdv-dydu)+2(x+u)dydv. (3.95) 
In this case we have 
(jj2 = - 1 4 
1 2(y - v) O” 
w’ = 
1 
2 2(y - v) 
o;, 
(J = -m; = _ 
I dCyl v> (4 + 4. 
co4 = 0 3 ’ 
03 ZzI 
1 2(X + u) 
4 
2(y - v) 
<co; - co;> - y_v (m;+&> 
w3=_w4=_ 
1 
3 4 
4(Y - v) 
(0;’ - w;>; 
5 
c3 = - 
4(y - v)2 
b312 _ 8(x + u) 
444 - (y _ v)2 ; 
7 5 
c4 = - 
4(y - v)“’ 
E4 = - 
4(y - v)” 
co’ 3 =o ’ 0’ 1 4 = - 
4(Y - v)2 
(5co; + 7& 
o2 3 = 0 ’ Qj2 1 4 = - 
4(Y 
(7wf + 5s;): 
- v)2 
(3.96) 
(3.971 
(3.98) 
(3.99) 
(3.loo:I 
It is easy to check that b$“’ = 0, that is, bp = 9, and the almost Grassmann structure 
AG( 1, 3) is @-semiintegrable. However, in this case b’y’ c,lklj # 0. Thus, the almost Grassmann 
structure is not locally flat. 
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If we apply the method of direct integration, we find that the submanifolds V, are defined 
by the following completely integrable system of differential equations: 
dp dv 
2&L - 1) = ~ y-v’ 
(y - v)(p du + dx) - 2p(x + u) dv = 0, 
pdv+dy=O. 
It is easy to see from (3.101) that 
dp dv dy 
2/.&L - 1) = ~ = Y-V -Pu(Y - VI’ 
and subsequently 
d(Y - v) dp 
(Y - v)(l + PL) = 2/a - 1)’ 
The solution of equation (3.102) is 
(3.101) 
(3.102) 
P-1 
~ = C,(y - v). 
fi 
(3.103) 
The submanifolds VP of the distribution Ab are defined by the completely integrable system 
(3.101) where p can be found from equations (3.103). 
Thus the family of submanifolds VP on the manifold M4 carrying the AG( 1, 3)-structure with 
the basis forms (3.94) depends on three parameters, and through any point (x0, yo, ug, vg) of 
M4 there passes an one-parameter family of submanifolds VP. 
If we apply formulas (3.18), we find that for the tensor of conformal curvature of the equiv- 
alent CU(2, 2)-structure we have Cg = 0 and the only nonvanishing component of C, is 
a4 = -8(x + u)/(y - v)~. This means that the polynomial Cm(h) has a quadruple root h = 00, 
and the fiber bundle E, possesses an integrable distribution A, (00). It is easy to prove that the 
submanifolds V, of this distribution are defined by the equations y = C2, v = CA, where C2 
and Cd are constants. 
5. The next example is generated by an example of an almost Grassmann structure AG( 1,4) 
associated with a six-dimensional Bol web considered in [3, p. 2701. 
Example 3.17. Suppose that the basis l-forms W; of an almost Grassmann structure AG( 1,4) 
are 
o3 = dx 1 ’ 
co: = [-2v - 2uz + (2x - l)w] e-2X] dx + dy + ue-2X dz, 
w5 = dz 1 ’ 
o3 = du 2 ’ 
024 = (zdu + dv - xdw) e-2X, 
w5 = dw. 2 
(3.104) 
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We prove that the AG( 1,4)-structure (3.114) i.s a-semiintegrable. We apply the method of 
the direct integration. 
For the structure (3.104) equations (3.22) of surfaces V,. dim V, = 2 take the form 
(ht + [-2~ - 2uz + (2x - i)w] e-**} u’x + dy + uepZX dz = 0, 
hldu+(zdu+dzr-xdw)e-2X=0, 
h.:!dx+dz=O, 
k*du+dw=O. 
(3.105) 
Note that on V, we have dx A du # 0. Exterior differentiation of the last two equations of 
(3.105) gives the following exterior quadratic equations: 
dh2 A dx = 0, dh2 A du = 0. 
Since dx A du # 0, it follows that dh2 = 0 and 
h2 = c2. 
where Cz is a constant. Now the last two equations of (3.105) can be written as 
(3.106) 
dz = -Czdx = 0, dw = -C2du. (3.1071 
lntegration of (3.107) gives 
z = -c2x + c3, w = -c*u + Cd, (3.108) 
where Cs and Ca are constants. 
By (3.106) and (3.107) the first two equations of (3.105) become 
dy = {-h, + [2u + 2uz + (1 - 2x) UJ + C~U] ee2-‘} dx. 
dv = -(hle*” + z + C2x) du. 
(3.109:1 
Exterior differentiation of (3.109) leads to the following exterior quadratic equations: 
(dhl + 2AI du) A dx = 0, (dh, + 2h, d/r) A du = 0. 
These equations can be written as 
[dh, + 2h, (dx + du)] A dx = 0, [diil + 2h, (dx + du)] A du = 0. 
Since dx A du # 0, it follows that dhl + 2hl (dx + du) = 0. This implies that 
*, = cIe-2(.r+lo (3.110, 
Substituting this value of ht and z from (3.108) into the second equation of (3.109), we find 
that du = -(Cle-2Lf + C,) du. This implies that 
v = iCteP2” - Csu + Cs, (3.111) 
where Cs is a constant. 
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Substitutingthevaluesofhr, zandwfrom(3.111),(3.110)and(3.108)intothefirstequation 
of (3.109), we find that dy = [2Cs + Cd( 1 - 2x)] e-2x dx. The solution of this equation is 
y = (-C5 + C4x) e -2X + Cc, 
where Cg is a constant. 
(3.112) 
Thus two-dimensional surfaces V, are defined by the closed form equations (3.108), 
(3.110), (3.111) and (3.112). This completes the proof that the AG(1,4)-structure (3.104) 
is czr-semiintegrable. Thus the family of submanifolds V, on the manifold M6 carrying the 
AG(l, 4)-structure with the basis forms (3.104) depends on six parameters, and through any 
point (x0, yo, zo, ug, vo, WO) of M6 there passes a two-parameterfamily of submanifolds V,. 
We will prove now that this structure is not t!I-semiintegrable. Equations (3.23) of surfaces 
VP, dim VP = 3, can be written as follows: 
,udu+dx=O, pLL0; + 0; = 0, pdw+dz=O. (3.113) 
where p = -sr/s2. Taking exterior derivatives of the first and third equations of (3.113), we 
findthatdp~du = Oanddpu.dw = 0. Sinceonsurfaces VP wernusthavedu~dv~dw # 0, 
it follows that dp = 0, and 
P = C, (3.114) 
where C is a constant. Substituting this value of p into the first and third equations of (3.113), 
we find that 
dx = -Cdu, dz = -Cdw, (3.115) 
and 
x=-cu+c,, z=-cw+c2, (3.116) 
Substituting p, x and z from (3.114) and (3.115) into the second equation of (3.113), we obtain 
1 
~ e2(cI-cU) = - dv + [Cl + ~(1 - C)] dw 
C (3.117) 
+[(C+2Cr-l)w-2v-2C2u-C2]du. 
Taking exterior derivative of (3.117), we find that if the surfaces V, exist, we would have 
du A [(2C - 1) dv + 2(1 - C)(Cu + Cl - 2)] dw] = 0. (3.118) 
This is impossible since (3.118) implies that du is a linear combination of dv and d w and as a 
result, du A dv A dw = 0. 
Thus the AG( 1,4)-structure is not /3-semiintegrable. 
Example 3.5 can be generalized in the following manner. 
Example 3.18. Suppose that x~, ycv, a! = 1, . . . , p, are coordinates in M2p, and that the basis 
l-forms W: of an almost Grassmann structure AG(p - 1, p + 1) are 
P+l 
*1 = dxl + f(yl)dxz, a$+’ = dx2, wJ’+l = dx,, s 
Pf2 
01 = 4, 
Pf2 
02 = dY2, ,y coPf2 = dy,T, 
(3.119) 
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wheres=3,..., p. If the structure (3.119) is w-semiintegrable. then dyr r\dq’2 A. . . r\d~,, f 0, 
and the rows of the matrix (CT&) are proportional: 
dx, + f(J) dx2 + h dy1 = 0, dx2 + h dy2 = 0, dx, + h dy, = 0. (3.120) 
Exterior differentiation of (3.120) gives the following exterior quadratic equations: 
,f’(_~,) dJ, A dx2 + dh A dy, = 0. dhr\dy2 =0, dh A dy3 = 0. (3.121) 
The last two equations of (3.121) imply that dh = 0. By (3.120) the first equation of (3.121) 
gives 
hf’(yl) dy, A dy2 = 0. 
Since cfyr A dy2 # 0, it follows that f”(yr) = 0 and f(~i) = a, where a is a constant. Thui; 
the structure (3.119) is a-semiintegrable if and only if f(.~t) is constant. If it is the case. closed 
form equations of integral submanifolds V, of this structure have the form 
xl + ax2 + hy, = c,, x2 +by2 = Cl. x,, + by, = C, (3.122) 
Hence the submanifolds V, areflat p-dimensional submanqolds, and thefamily of subman~fold,s 
1’; depends on p + 1 constants b, Cl, C2 and C,. 
If the structure (3.129) is p-semiintegrable, then dx2 A dy2 f 0, and the columns of the 
matrix (~0;) are proportional: 
dxl + .fh) dx2 + ,UI dy, = 0. dx, + pu, dx2 = 0. 
(3.123) 
dy, + PI dJ2 = 0, d_v, + pLL, dy, = 0. 
Exterior differentiation of (3.123) give the following exterior quadratic equations: 
Cd/* 1 + .f’(.n 1) dyl) A dx2 = 0, dpE. A dx2 = 0, 
(3.124) 
(d/-L1 + f/0,)) dq’r) A dy2 = 0, dpc, A dy2 = 0. 
Since dxz A dy2 # 0. it follows from (3.114) that 
dpi + f’(.v,)dq’, = 0, dpu, = 0. 
and 
PI + .f(.vl) = Cl, PCL, = G. 
Substituting (3.125) into system (3.123), we find that 
dx, + C, dx2 = 0. dx, + C,s dx2 = 0. 
dyl + (CI - .f(yl))dy2 = 0. d.v,y + C, dy2 = 0. 
The solution of this system is 
XI + C,x2 = A,, x.5 + Csx2 = A,, 
(3.125) 
(3.126) 
(3.127) 
s dy, Cl - f’(y1) +.Y2 = Bl, 4's + c.yy2 = B,. 
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Hence the two-dimensional integral submanifolds VP are defined by closed form equations 
(3.127), and the family of submanifolds VP depends on 3(p - 1) constants Cl, Al, B,, C,, A, 
and B,. 
Thus if f (yl) is not a constant, the structure AG(p - 1, p + 1) with the structure forms 
(3. I 19) is tY-semiintegrable, and if f (y,) is a constant, this structure is locallyfiat. 
Example 3.10 can be also generalized. 
Example 3.19. Suppose that x3, x4, x’, y3, y4, yt, t = 5, . . . , q + 2, are coordinates in M*q, 
and that the basis 1 -forms W; of an almost Grassmann structure AG( 1, q + 1) are 
co; = dx” + p(y3) dx4, a$+’ = dy3, 
co4 = dx4, 1 co; = dy4, (3.128) 
w’ =dx’, 1 co; = dy’, 
where t = 5, . . . , q + 2. 
If the structure (3.128) is a-semiintegrable, then dx4 A dy4 # 0 and the rows of the matrix 
(0;) are proportional: 
dx3 + p(y”) dx4 + h3 dx4 = 0, dy” + h’ dy4 = 0, 
dx’ + h’ dx4 = 0, 
(3.129) 
dy’ + h’ dy’ = 0. 
Exterior differentiation of (3.129) give the following exterior quadratic equations: 
(dh” + p’(y3) dy3) A dx4 = 0, (dh” + p’(y3) dy3) A dy” = 0, 
dh’ A dx4 = 0, dh’ A dy4 = 0. 
(3.130) 
Since dy” A dy4 # 0, equations (3.130) imply that dh” + p’(y3)dy3 = 0 and dh’ = 0. Thus we 
have 
h3 + p(y3) = c3, h’ = c’. (3.131) 
As a result, equations (3.129) become 
dx3 + C3 dx4 = 0, dy3 + (C3 - p(y”)) dy4 = 0, 
dx’ + C” dx4 = 0, dy’ + C’ dy4 = 0. 
(3.132) 
It follows from (3.132) that closed form equations of two-dimensional integral submanifolds 
V, are 
x3+C3x4=A3, 1 
dy” 
c” - p(y”) 
+ y4 = B4, 
xf + Cfx4 = A’, yt + C’y4 = B’. 
(3.133) 
Thus thefamily of submanifolds V, depends on 3(q - 1) constants C3, A”, B3, C’, A’ and B’. 
If the structure (3.128) is B-semiintegrable, then do’ A d_? A . . . A JZ’_Y~+’ # 0, and the 
columns of the matrix (o:y) are proportional: 
rzx” + p($) dX3 + /L dy” = 0. dx”+pu# =o, d.K’ + p dy’ = 0. (3.134) 
Exterior differentiation of (3.134) gives the following exterior quadratic equations: 
p’(!‘) dy3 A dx’ + dp A dJ>’ = 0, dp A dy’ = 0. dp A dy’ = 0. (3.135) 
It follows from (3.135) that dp = 0 and consequently I_L = CO. As a result. by (3.134), the tirst 
equation of (3. I 35) becomes 
Cop’(?.‘) dy3 A dy3 = 0. 
Since r1~.~ A dy’ # 0, it follows that ~‘(4.~) = 0 and p($) = a. Thus the structure (3. I 18) i,s 
/3-~emiintegruhle [f and only ifp(y”) is a constunt. If it is the case, equations (3.134) become 
dx’ + a dx’ + Cody” = 0, dx’ + Cody3 = 0. dx’ + Cody’ = 0. (3.136) 
and closed form equations of integral submanifolds V, of this structure have the form 
Xi + ax3 + c,J = c-i, .X4 + co_? = c4. Xf + co\” = c’. (3.137) 
Hence the suhman~fo1d.s Vv arejat two-dimensional subman~folds, and the farnil?: of’suhmcm- 
$)lds VP depends on q + 2 constants a, Co, C’. C’ and C’. 
Thus if p(y3) is not a constant, the structure AG( 1, q + 1) with the structure,form.s (3.128) 
is w-semiintegrable, and $p(y”) is a constant, this structure is locnlly,flat. 
Example 3.17 can be generalized to an example of an a-integrable almost Grassmann struc- 
tureAG( 1, q + 1). 
Example 3.20. Suppose that the basis 1 -forms ob, of an almost Grassmann structure AG( I, 
q + 1) are 
w; = dx. 
WY = [-25 - 2uz + (2x - l)w] eP”;I dx + dJ + ue-29d:. 
w,; = ds’, 
w; = du, 
W: = (zdu + du - xdw) ee2.‘, 
@!, = duI’ 
where s = 5. . . . , q + 2. 
Equations (3.1 OS) will take the form 
(h, + [-2u - 2uz + (2x - l)w] eP”;} dx + dy + 14s~~. d, = 0, 
hl du + (z ELI + dv - x dw) ep2.’ = 0. 
h\_3 dx + d,” = 0, 
h\_3 du + dw‘ = 0, s=s ,..., q+2. 
(3.138) 
(3.139) 
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The proof of the fact that the AG(l, 9 + l)-structure with the structure forms (3.138) is 
a-semiintegrable is similar to that for Example 3.17. 
Note that using this method of generalization, we cannot find a semiintegrable AG(2, 5)- 
structure (in this case p = q = 3). In fact, if we set 
0; = w, 024 = dx2, W; = dxg, 
0: = dyl, w; = dyz, w; = dys, 
W: = dzl, w; = dz2, W; = dzj, 
then for a-semiintegrability we must have 
w+hdyl =O, dx2 + h dy2 = 0, dxg + h dy3 = 0, 
dzl+hdy, =O, dz2+idy2=0, dz3+jldy3=0. 
It is easy to find from this that h = C, x = c”, where C and (? are constants, dw = 0, that is, w is 
a total differential, o = dxl . But in this case the structure in question is also j?-semiintegrable, 
i.e., this structure is locally flat. 
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